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1. Introduction

Social networks and Semantic Web have empowered significantly, in recent years, the exploitation of information administered via the web: while the former allowed for a widespread increase in information availability (a few examples are Facebook, MySpace and Twitter), the latter has greatly influenced the possibility to make machine-processable the web contents.

Presently, several software frameworks are available for the implementation of collaborative platforms, aimed at supporting social interaction and exchange in various fields, from work to leisure. A notable example is the platform Elgg\(^1\), a social networking engine enabling to create full-featured social networks and related applications, via an increasing variety of building blocks. In the field of distance education, many approaches to e-learning encompass the use of social networking systems and knowledge sharing (Limongelli et al. 2010, Micarelli et al. 2009, Deed and Edwards 2010, Benson et al. 2012, Nanni and Temperini 2012), while Learning Management Systems (LMS), such as Moodle\(^2\), dotLRN\(^3\), Claroline\(^4\), or ATutor\(^5\), support quite extensively collaborative learning through Web2.0 tools. For instance, ATutor provides, through Google, the Open Social engine, for student collaboration on learning activities.

Summing up, while the demand for distance learning is surging ahead, and e-learning platforms empower learners and teachers with convenient and augmented instructional opportunities (Limongelli et al. 2008, 2011a, Gasparetti et al. 2009), a social-collaborative factor in e-learning is also to be taken into account.

In this paper we mainly consider teacher-related aspects, in particular the support to Learning Objects (LOs) retrieval and reuse from standard repositories.

The long-standing rise of standards for e-learning has originated a wide availability of Learning Objects Repositories (LORs) on the Internet (e.g.: MERLOT, CNX and WISC-ONLINE), with a growing portfolio of structured learning materials in the form of LOs.

Building a new e-learning course is a critical and hard task for teachers, implying tasks such as setting the learning goals, organizing a concept map, acquiring and possibly adapting existing LOs, and ensuring that the course be delivered through the LMS. Consequently, a standing problem is how to support the teacher’s ability to retrieve and select learning materials appropriate for their educational purposes, while making more efficient and speeding up the overall process of course construction (see Di Martino 2009, Neri and Colombetti 2009, for an overview on this topic).

This paper presents a system that can help teachers in the endeavor of finding learning material suitable for their course, by improving the process of retrieval and reuse of LOs, performed on different LORs at the same time. Moreover, during the process, the teacher is allowed to access valuable information about the previous usage of the retrieved LOs. The module is basically a centralized search engine, capable of applying meta-searching techniques over the proprietary databases provided by a variety of LORs. The system is currently a module working in the Moodle\(_\text{LS}\) LMS, which is an enhanced version of the standard Moodle LMS, aimed at supporting personalized e-learning (Limongelli et al. 2011b). The system acts as a search interface towards several standard compliant LORs.
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Such integrated interface also allows for sharing data about the actual usage of a selected LO in the whole set of courses managed through the LMS. In particular, some statistics show how many times the LO was included in courses, and how it was placed in each one of those courses (i.e. in what position with respect to other LOs in the course, thus providing information about the context of its usage).

In this way, the module acts as a recommending system, giving the teachers a ranking list of LOs.

Our module is placed in an operational setting enabling support to both the construction of traditional “one fits all” courses, and the management of personalized/adaptive courses.

With respect to the LO retrieval problem, we think that the main added value offered by our approach lies in the combination of two main aspects.

Firstly, the teacher would operate the retrieval, analysis and selection of LOs without having to leave the system. In particular,

- the module implementing our retrieval and analysis tool is integrated in Moodle LS;
- the teacher can perform search-by-keyword(s) queries in a common interface, without having to adapt the search patterns to each distinct LOR;
- working on the result list, the teacher can perform the analysis and the selection of LOs to be included in the course under development.

The second aspect is the possibility for the teacher to exploit social data about the previous usage of LOs in the LMS. In particular,

- a shared repository is available, collecting the LOs used in all the courses managed by the LMS;
- when a list of LOs is returned from a search query, it is ordered according to a relevance ranking, expressing the amount of previous usage (if any) of the retrieved LOs in the LMS. This makes it possible, for instance, to select LOs that have been adopted (hence endorsed) by someone else in the LMS.

This paper presents an empirical evaluation of the module extending the previous one presented in Limongelli et al. (2012). The evaluation aims to test two research questions concerning the usefulness of the system:

1) on the one hand we verify how the use of the system can speed up the teacher’s work of searching LOs;

2) secondly we see whether the recommendations given by the system are deemed valuable by the teacher (i.e. the suggested LOs are selected).

After reporting the experimentation we also describe the idea of extending the searching service to the framework of a social network of teachers, so as to make the exchanging and endorsing of learning material more focused on the characteristics and demands of a teaching community.

Before moving ahead, it is worthwhile better positioning this work in relation to the general area of support to human activities. One of the relevant aspects of course construction in an LMS, lies in the fact that it can be fruitfully conducted collaboratively by a team of teachers operating on the same course, sharing out the work. In such a team, a cooperation plan would bind the members, in that each member is aware of the pedagogical inclinations and content preferences of the others and would therefore operate accordingly. Such a plan provides a valuable support to each teacher’s work, helping to decide what should be looked for in the LOR(s) and what should be selected.
On the other hand, the merits of this kind of collaborative work are, by definition, confined in the team setting, hence finding a way to extend them toward a social setting seems to be a valuable goal.

In this regard, we dare to think that the approach to social-based support to LO retrieval, presented in this paper, makes a significant step in extending to individual teachers a support similar to the team collaboration-based one.

While the teacher here would have no directions from an explicit plan of collaboration (nor such a plan could be expected in a social setting), s/he still could profit from implicit knowledge, shared in the LMS, about the LOs used therein. This seems to be extremely helpful, as opposed to leaving the teacher conduct retrieval and selection operations on his/her own.

This paper is structured as follows. In the next section we provide the reader with motivation and a rationale of the work. The successive section shows some present-related work. We then discuss the module we implemented for LOs search and retrieval from available repositories, placing it in the framework of the general activity related to the Moodle LS LMS. In Section 5 we report on a first evaluation of the system. We then discuss the social aspects of our work, considering the use of the system in a social network of teachers, and draw some conclusions.

2. Motivations and Rationale

The work described in this paper is part of a wider research initiative aiming to enrich the system Moodle LS, which we already developed in Limongelli et al. (2011b), so as to provide the teacher with further didactic tools, supporting course authoring, namely the activities to feed the background repository with appropriate LOs. In particular this allows: i) the definition of search patterns for the LOs, ii) the actual search/analysis operations in LORs, iii) the selection of suitable LOs to be added to the repository, iv) and the actual integration of new LOs in the LMS. The main points in the overall protocol are the following:

- the use of concept mapping can help the teacher coherently plan the course, that is during a phase when the direct work with LOs is still to come. Moreover, through a portion of the concept map of the course, the system can suggest suitable search patterns for the next phase of the process, namely LOs retrieval;
- the use of retrieval and analysis tools, made available in the system, allows the teacher to search for LOs suitable to cover the learning needs revealed by the course design. In particular the possibility of searching in different standard compliant LORs, at the same time, and through a unified interface (thus abstracting from the individual search protocols established in each distinct repository) seems beneficial for the teacher, as it allows for quicker and less cumbersome operations;
- the introduction of social elements in the system allows for inspection of usage information about the LOs retrieved in the search phase: the teacher can evaluate the “local success” of a given LO by looking at the number of times it has already been used (i.e. inserted as learning activity) in other courses. We are aware that several other elements ought to be considered for a comprehensive evaluation of LOs, such as, the cognitive level of the course, however, surmising that the courses in the system are homogeneous under the above-mentioned cognitive aspect, we think that numeric information can still be quite useful: the higher the number, the more a LO is endorsed by peers (colleagues).
Other information offered by the module regards the pedagogical neighbours of a LO’s usage in the LMS. Namely, for each course in which the LO has been used, a summary of what LOs have been used before or after that LO is shown.

Such a combination of information, about “how much” and “where” a teacher’s colleagues used a LO, can help the teacher speed up the course construction, while possibly drawing inspiration from qualified peers.

This paper concentrates on the description of the work done with respect to the second and third points above, i.e., the “use of retrieval and analysis tools”, and the “introduction of social elements in the system”.

3. Searching LOs from LORs: Systems and Methods

In the last years, due to the pace of growth of distance education, a lot of LORs have been posted in the Internet by public and private institutions in order to share didactic material among private and public instruction communities (Kärger et al. 2006). Each LOR presents a particular way of storing LOs, i.e., what and which metadata are associated with a given LO. This makes it difficult to support interoperability and exchange of teaching materials, and in turn slows down the production of a new course based on LOs searcher through LORs.

3.1. Learning Object Repositories

Among the various LORs we took the following under consideration:

- MERLOT is probably the most well known LOR worldwide. It is a centralized repository containing metadata only, pointing to objects located at remote locations. It is a stand-alone repository, acting as a portal for LOs. In addition to providing search and categorization, MERLOT offers a peer review service provided by communities of experts in different subject areas, containing more than 50,000 LOs, continuously updated. This stand-alone repository provides teachers with the Content Builder tool that explains why and how to use online materials. This repository also contains SCORM compliant LOs, each one tagged with the IEEE-LOM tags.

- CONNEXIONS is a dynamic digital educational system consisting of an educational content repository and a content management system optimized for the delivery of educational content. Connexions is one of the most popular open education sites in the world. It features more than 25,000 learning objects or modules in its repository and over 1,000 collections (textbooks, journal articles, etc.), which are used by over 2 million people per month. LOs are tagged in XML.

- WISC-ONLINE is a digital library containing over 25,000 Web-based LOs. The digital library of objects has been developed primarily by the faculty of the Wisconsin Technical College System (WTCS) and produced by multimedia technicians who create the LOs.

- ARIADNE is the widest LOR with about 500,000 LOs. It was organized as a European network some time ago; nowadays, the Ariadne Foundation aims to promote the
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sharing and reuse of learning material through a network of LORs spreading worldwide. The LOs search engine supported in Ariadne is based on proprietary technology and allows the use of the query language SQI (Simon et al. 2005).

### 3.2. Learning Object Retrieval and Filtering

Most of the existing recommending systems for Technology Enhanced Learning have students as final users (as reported in Drachsler et al. 2015, and references therein). Here, we focus our attention on teachers, the intermediate and indispensable link in the chain of the learning process. Our module wants to help teachers to concentrate themselves on the content of learning material, rather than on the search activity, without having to deal with associated activities such as the selection of an appropriate repository, and the use of its search protocols. In our approach, through the Moodle system, teachers will be able to perform all the steps necessary to produce learning courses. The first step is the search of suitable learning material by means of a recommending system.

Our system performs a first retrieval phase by selecting LOs that match the keywords written by the user. The search is carried out into the local database that collects all the LOs coming from the most popular LORs previously described in 3.1.

LORs structure the material on the basis of a LOM representation. All the LOs have a variety of metadata that describe the content. In our system, the recommending process is twofold: firstly LOs are retrieved and sorted using the standard TF-IDF metric, implemented by the MyIsam search engine embedded into the MySQL DBMS; subsequently, the returned LOs array is processed using a filtering technique to produce the final ranking of items, representing the recommendations to the teachers.

Two major approaches exist in information filtering: content-based filtering and collaborative filtering (widely described in Lops et al. 2011, and references therein). A content-based filtering system selects items based on the correlation between the content of the items and the user’s preferences, while a collaborative filtering system chooses items based on the correlation between people with similar preferences. When the delivered information comes in the form of a suggestion, an information-filtering system is called a recommender system. We follow the criteria based on a collaborative approach that gives priority to LOs already chosen by users in the community, that are supposed to be more relevant than other retrieved LOs. In fact, in our case, the community of teachers in the same instance of Moodle (e.g. a school or university) shares common background and teaching methodologies.

### 3.3. Sharing and Reusing Learning Resources in Learning Management Systems

The need for sharing and collaboration among teachers, on learning materials, has been surging ahead for several years now. There is a great variety of contributions in literature. In this paper we point out some of such contributions and then report on two projects dealing with the management of LORs by using the Moodle LMS.

In Hamid et al. (2013), the discussion on the needs for simplifying access to information, knowledge, and learning material content is extended to the consideration of open educational resources; the proposed solution is related to the support to work group in
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the production of open material, through a web service based on grid technology for collaborative authoring.

In Kotsovoulou (2013) collaboration is met in a perspective that is more related to the interaction among students and teachers, yet of interest for the methods of development and sharing of learning resources. The paper evaluates the educational import of social bookmarking and tagging in the activities of a Java Programming Language bounded community of students and teachers. The system can be “used as a course tool to create a pool of negotiated and accepted keywords supporting appropriate, effective and efficient retrieval of Java resources”.

Bottino et al. (2011) present a system thought up to allow teachers to develop learning activities through pedagogical planning. In the discussion it is shown how educational activities can be specified and structured, both theoretically and practically, in order to be implemented in a “learning situation”. In particular this approach allows teachers to share their “products”, fostering collaboration and exchange throughout their community.

Two interesting initiatives developed to be used (if not exclusively at least organically) in Moodle are the Sharing Cart Moodle plug-in (Hinkelman 2009) and the DOOR open source “maker” for learning objects repositories. Moodle is open-source and uses international standards for sharing e-learning content, so course materials can be shared between teachers of different schools. However, packaging the materials and moving them is notoriously difficult for teachers with little technical experience. For that reason, a dedicated repository module for easy searching and sharing in the LMS has been created (Hinkelman 2009). This module acts as a Moodle plug-in. We notice that in the present proposal, the phase of sharing among teachers is entailed as a second step, following the phase of supported retrieval of LOs from LORs.

The DOOR project (Digital Open Object Repository) makes available an Open Source software supporting the creation of learning objects repositories. It is integrated in Moodle as a plug-in and allows to build a place where to store digital contents in the form of LOs. In the created repository, LOs can be searched for by a teacher, and they can be included in one’s own course or embedded in one’s instructional unit. The system is compliant with international metadata standards, and implements the specifications IMS Metadata 1.2.1 and Content Package 1.1.3. The DOOR-Moodle plug-in allows Moodle teachers to browse more repositories seamlessly from a single Moodle course, and then select and import LOs with their metadata.

4. System Overview and Description of the Module

The main contribution of this paper is in the design and implementation of a module for the operations of search/retrieval/analysis/selection of LOs. The module is directly applicable to Moodle, in the form of a plug-in, yet it is also part of our long standing activity of enrichment of the Moodle LS LMS (being Moodle LS in turn a module extension of Moodle, providing the support to course personalization and adaptivity).

Moodle LS is our natural first choice as an application field for the module, although the module itself has not been devised specifically for uses limited to personalized e-learning systems: it could be integrated in any instance of Moodle as well, being an extension of the URL module that enables a teacher to provide a web link as a course resource.
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In this section we start describing the general architecture of the enhancements developed for Moodle_L5, and then focus on the module, to show it at work and to report on its implementation issues.

4.1. The Functional Architecture of the Overall System

Here we show design issues of the whole system supporting the definition of courses in Moodle_L5. We assume that:

- the preliminary operations have been dealt with by the teacher, i.e. giving a name to the course or stating its articulation (in the Moodle style, such as defining the list of days for publishing learning activities, or the list of topics under which the activities are to be placed);
- for simplicity, the course is going to be constructed by selecting several LOs, already existing in standard supported repositories (i.e. manageable by the system);
- the final operations, such as the course delivery to the enrolled students, are to be dealt with by the LMS after the course construction.

The following protocol is applied during the phase of course construction:

1. basically the process starts from the definition of a concept map of the course designed by the teacher;
2. the teacher is then supported in delimiting a part of such map. The system elaborates on the part of map selected and defines a query (set of keywords computed based on the map);
3. the search engine then is fed with the query (while some parameters in the interface allow the teacher to delimit the area of search (i.e. the repositories to be searched). A full-text search is performed through the selected LORs and a list of LOs is returned;
4. the list of retrieved LOs is shown to the teacher, ordered according to a twofold principle of relevance:
   - a basic relevance is computed directly by the full-text search algorithm, based on tf-idf (Baeza-Yates and Ribeiro-Neto 1999); this reflects how much and how well the query keywords are matched by the available specification of the LO;
   - a local-didactic relevance (local to the system, its courses and teachers) is computed as the number of times the LO has been already used in courses of the system.

The local relevance is considered prevalent over the basic one, as the fact that colleagues have used a LO in other courses can bear pedagogical significance for the inquiring teacher (at least for those LOs that the system already “knows”). So, the list of retrieved LOs is shown to the teacher in such a way that the known LOs are listed first (according to local relevance), followed by the others (those still never used in the system) in basic relevance order;

5. the analysis of the list of retrieved LOs can now start. The analysis of a LO can proceed based on the data provided by the system, and the possible direct inspection of the LO. The data about the LO include:
   - the local-didactic relevance mentioned above;
   - the indication of what other LOs (not necessarily in the list produced by the query) have been in fact used in the course, in the neighbour of the LO. By neighborhood we mean the area, of the learning object sequence implementing the course, preceding and succeeding the position of the selected LO. The
A teacher can state a distance from the LO, receiving an indication about what LOs are placed in the course within that distance, before or after the given LO. For instance, if $lo_2$ is the immediate predecessor of the LO $lo_1$ then the two LOs have distance 1, and the immediate predecessor of $lo_2$ will have distance 2 from $lo_1$.

(6) When the analysis of a given LO is terminated, if the teacher requests to add it to the course, the addition is performed, in the position decided by the teacher.

Fig. 1 shows the system’s functional architecture. The main logical steps of the aforesaid process are also shown in the following sequence:

**Concept Map Building** The teacher arranges the concept map of the course by defining the prerequisite relations only (Novak 1990)

**Search** The prerequisite concepts defined in the concept map are used as keywords for searching into LORs and into the local database.

**Temporary Storage** All the retrieved LOs are gathered into a local temporary database. The teacher looks and selects the most interesting ones.

**Local Storage** The selected LOs are suitably metadated through the ”Teacher Assistant” environment provided in Moodle LS and stored in the local database where a deeper analysis is possible (Limongelli et al. 2010) for future search.

In particular, when a query is launched, its terms are first searched in the Local Storage and then into LORs. Bear in mind that the Local Storage is shared by all the system users (teachers). Over time, it expands through the information about the LOs imported in the courses managed by the teachers, progressively raising its accuracy and significance as a reference source for the teachers.

### 4.2. The Module at Work

The module for LO retrieval we discuss in this paper consists in a partial implementation of the protocol described in the previous sub-section: in particular it supports the execution of points 3 through 6 of the protocol list.

So the module is supposed to be called from the course construction interface of Moodle (and of Moodle LS), where the teacher has already determined in what section of the course a new LO, related to certain keywords, has to be added. Notice that, consistently with Moodle, the course can be partitioned in several ways: in our example we show a course divided into a sequence of **Topics** and we are going to search a LO to be added in one of such Topic sections.

Fig. 2 shows the course construction interface, where the link Add a new activity or resource associated to **Topic 3** is to be selected.

The module then sparks into action, in Fig.3, prompting the teacher to select the LORs where to search for, and to insert the keywords to search with.

The search produces a list of LOs (Fig.4): for each LO it is possible to inspect the contents, see usage information, and have the interface ready for the LO’s import, from the Learning Object preview, Recommendations, and Import in Moodle buttons, respectively.

Fig. 5 shows an example of usage information. In this case the LO Arrays in Java was used 6 times in courses managed by the system. In particular, the distance of the analysis is 1, and two more learning objects have often been used before it (twice each) while in the list of the LOs used after it the most frequent is Introduction to OO Programming in Java - Arrays and For Loops.

Finally, in Fig.6, the interface is ready to proceed with the LO’s import in the course
(activated by the “Save ...” buttons).

We might now discuss the possible usefulness of the module, by means of a simulated example.

4.2.1. A Use Case

Let’s assume that the teacher T0 is in the system, along with a number of other colleagues. Let’s also assume that the teachers in the system are coming from both T0’s school and other schools with more or less comparable study programmes (e.g. they have students of similar age and with similar pedagogical aims).

T0 is building up her/his course, and intends to make it as a collection of already existing LOs, to be retrieved from standard repositories supported by our module. So, T0 starts looking for one of the needed LOs, by filling in the module with appropriate keywords.

Here is the list of retrieved LOs: \{lo_4, lo_5, lo_1, lo_6, lo_2\}. We have omitted the indication of numbers of usages of the LO, however the order follows the relevance criteria described in the previous sub-section.

T0 spends some time on \(lo_1\) and \(lo_6\), concluding that s/he doesn’t like the former, and that the latter is even worse. T0 examines \(lo_2\) and \(lo_3\) (liking them) and only glances at \(lo_4\) and \(lo_5\) “Maybe they are good, or may be not ... we’ll see.”.

The analysis is hardly conclusive: T0 might select one or more items among \(lo_2\) through \(lo_5\). So, T0 starts compulsing the usage information, and sees that

- \(lo_4\) is the most used, by far (T0 thinks) “Well, maybe it is good after all.. I might be going to like it!”;
- only \(lo_2\) was never used in the system so far;
- in some courses, where \(lo_4\) was used, even \(lo_5\) was used (mostly before of \(lo_4\));
- also \(lo_5\) appears sometimes where \(lo_4\) is, although more rarely than \(lo_3\), and mostly after \(lo_4\);

T0 deepens the analysis and it turns out that the uses of \(lo_5\), mentioned above, were performed by teachers that T0 happens to know and, on the whole, thinks fairly high of. So, T0 is presently quite inclined to adopt \(lo_4\) and \(lo_5\) for her/his course, with the former appearing before the latter rather than the opposite.

T0 is now ready to import those LOs in the course and to proceed with the rest of the course construction. However, in the data T0 still perused at this time, a distressful factor comes to surface: considering the LOs used around \(lo_4\) in other courses, it seems that, when \(lo_4\) and \(lo_5\) are both appearing, sometimes \(lo_1\) and/or \(lo_6\) are used (not always, and with \(lo_6\) appearing more rarely). This makes T0 reconsider \(lo_1\) and \(lo_6\). It turns out that s/he might admit that \(lo_1\), still being far from excellent, could be useful after \(lo_5\). However T0 still abhors \(lo_6\) and will never select it for her/his course.

At the end, T0 imports \(lo_4\) in the course, and also selects \(lo_5\) and \(lo_1\) to appear, respectively, after \(lo_4\) and after \(lo_5\). In the process, T0 had the possibility of quickly retrieving and examining a set of interesting LOs; s/he was also helped, or “influenced”, by her/his colleagues’ use of LOs.

4.3. Module Implementation Issues

One issue in the implementation of the module was in the automated interfacing with several standard LORs. LORs are usually interfaced with the outer world through a proprietary technology: the queries each one responds to must be shaped according to
the individual LOR protocol, as is underlined by the LOR interface. Summing up, they are hardly available to the kind of massive (automatized, programmable) interrogations we are interested in.

In order to access each LOR in a programmable fashion, we adopted crawler technology. A (web) crawler is a software device, aimed at systematically scanning a network of information sources, comparing the information found against some built-in criteria, and elaborating the data of interest.

So as to produce a combined list of all the LOs coming from the different LORs, we had to devise a web-crawler for each LOR, each one customized to the respective LOR. The characteristics we had to process for such customization are basically subdivided into two categories:

1. the way the repository search engine presents the results of a search (in short, the shape of the web page sent as an answer to the query),
2. the set of information shown for each LO in the answer list.

With respect to such criteria we analyzed the four LORs previously introduced.

As described in previous sections, our module shows a general search engine to the user; it then collects the user query definition and, for each one of the LORs selected for the query, activates the corresponding crawler. That crawler is responsible for activating the individual LOR search engine, collecting the results and returning them to the module common user interface. The results coming from all the LORs are then shown (through a web page) to the user for further elaboration.

Basically, the crawler dedicated to one of the supported LORs works in three steps:

1. it receives the query from the module interface and performs it on the associated LOR;
2. it analyzes the answer that is usually a web page (an html document), produced by the LOR’s search engine. In such document special patterns of information can be identified, which are characteristics of the LOR at issue; such patterns are identified and a list of LOs is acquired by the crawler for further elaboration.

Regarding the different patterns that have to be treated in different LORs’ search engine: the html page returned by Merlot search engine lists the selected LOs as a set of \textit{\texttt{tr}} elements (rows of a table in html) rather than by other formats. That is an example of the patterns that the crawler has to recognize and manage, in order to extract the relevant data from the search results;
3. after having distilled a list of LOs, however, the crawler has plenty of other information to manage before being able to send out its results.

In particular, for each LO, it is once again a matter of i) connecting to the related web-page, ii) analyze the html document, and iii) extract information: the information is now a set of metadata, as they are managed and served by the LOR. Finally, the crawler can compose an xml document, conveying all the extracted information about each one of the LOs listed in the LOR search answer.

Eventually, the lists of LOs sent back by each crawler are integrated: in principle, each LOR describes its LOs using a different set of metadata; many of such metadata are different just in the name and not in the semantics. However, there might be cases in which something that is managed here is missing there: it is, for instance, the case of the “rating” metadata, expressing the assessment of the LOR users on the LOs, which is not managed in some of the LORs we analyzed.

After the above mentioned phase of data integration, the module can perform addi-
tional elaboration (mainly the ordering, according to the relevance criteria) and finally display the search results for the teacher.

5. Experimental Evaluation

In this section we propose the empirical evaluation of the system. It enables the analysis of all the LOs retrieved by means of a keyword-based search engine that basically computes a ranking of the retrieved LOs, taking into account the actual usage of them in all the courses currently managed by the LMS, together with the tf-idf metric, in order to overcome the cold start problem. As explained in Section 4, the metric used for the LOs ranking is the number of occurrences of each LO in all the courses running in the LMS at query time. The rationale behind the use of this kind of metric is that the more a LO is used in distinct courses, the more it could be used by another teacher.

In addition, the module interface displays the didactic positioning of the selected LO through the courses in which it appears. Namely, being the course divided in sections, as usual in Moodle, and being the LO located in one of such sections, the distribution of other LOs occurring in preceding and following sections is shown, up to a didactic distance (configurable by the teacher). This addition to the base metrics relies on the assumption that LOs appearing close enough to the LO at hand, are relevant for a further examination by the teacher, or at any rate they are more relevant than those occurring at a greater distance.

In the following subsection we discuss the cold start problem, arising in the experimentation of a context, such as the one of our module, where feeding the system is a pre-requisite for its usefulness. Then we describe the experimental settings, the applied statistical model, and the analysis of the results.

This part of the work expands a preliminary evaluation (Limongelli et al. 2012) where the users agreement was tested by a sample of 15 teachers. Here we address the following research questions:

(1) Does the system speed up the work of the teacher in the searching activity?
(2) Does the system really help the teacher in her course building activity?

With the first research question we want to test whether the system is useful or not for saving time in the searching activity, while through the second research question we want to test the system’s ability to recommend the didactic materials to be included in a course.

5.1. The Cold Start Problem

The cold start problem concerns the prediction accuracy of a recommendation system: in most cases the accuracy grows with the amount of gathered data (Shani and Gunawardana 2011). In our module, this problem appears at the time $t_0$, i.e., when there are no courses in the platform yet or when there are only empty courses. In fact, at this time all the retrieved LOs would have zero occurrences, all being cold items. Our proposal is to overcome this problem by ranking ties only, basing on their tf-idf value. In this way, when the system displays a list of retrieved LOs, all having zero occurrences, the list is ordered anyway and the teacher can select a LO at the top rank. As the system gets filled with courses and then with LOs, at the time $t_i$, the ranked list will be displayed with respect to the didactic distribution of the LOs in the LMS at time $t_i$, as shown in
Fig. 7 where a ranked list is highlighted by a red box. Subsequently, this double ranking rule is used for all ties in the retrieved list: when two retrieved LOs present the same number of occurrences in the list, they are ranked on the basis of their tf-idf value. For a deeper insight in this research area the reader can refer to (Leung et al. 2008, Bobadilla et al. 2012, Kim et al. 2010).

5.2. The Experimental Plan

To perform the empirical evaluation of the system, we run the following experimental plan:

- **System availability**: the system was made available on the Web\(^1\), as a 3-tier web application. In Fig. 8 is shown the Moodle 2.4 instance in which our module is embedded;
- **The sample**: a sample of 25 teachers was formed, randomly selected from 5 subject areas of interest from high schools and universities: Computer Science, Math, Literature, Art and History and having 5 teachers each;
- **Experimental Protocol**: first each group of teachers chose a topic to build a new course on. The following five topics has been proposed: Introduction to arrays in programming (Computer Science), Pythagorean triple (Math), Oscar Wilde (Literature), The Futurism Phenomenon (Art) and The French Revolution (History). Five empty courses for each topic in the Moodle platform were built, assigning each teacher to a single course to increase the probability of exchanging materials among teachers belonging to the same topic group, in order to test the system’s ability to recommend LOs already in use in the platform. Secondly each teacher was requested to perform the following actions:
  - **first research question**: to report on time consumption during retrieval, in both cases of hand-made retrieval (performed going on each stated LOR to submit stated queries) and module-supported retrieval. To this aim, six queries were randomly selected from a set of 50 queries proposed by the sample;
  - **second research question**: to build a course by using the module (i.e. selecting LOs from the answer lists produced by the module out of the queries). Constraints were on the minimum number of queries to be launched, 5, together with the maximum time to be spent on the system, 90 minutes. Teachers were provided with a user manual and notes about the tasks to be performed;
- **Statistical model**: two kinds of statistical models were used. Firstly, a t-test (see for example (Witte and Witte 2012)) on the time needed to retrieve LOs by hand Vs. the time needed by the system, has been carried out (first research question). Secondly, the analysis of the system’s ability to recommend LOs;
- **Research Conclusions**: the research questions are discussed;
- **Happy Sheet Questionnaire**: a simple happy sheet questionnaire was submitted to users, to record useful feedback in terms of usefulness of the system. It was composed of several questions regarding the user’s professional background together with some Likert 5-points questions regarding the use of the system.

We measured the following stochastic variables:

- The time spent by the user in retrieving LOs both at hand Vs. through the system, in order to show the usefulness of the system from a practical point of

\(^1\) Contact authors to access the system.
view: its ability to save time. A t-test was performed to this aim on a sample of six queries;
- The number of LOs retrieved by the system;
- The number of queries submitted by each teacher of the sample;
- The number of LOs actually inserted into courses among those retrieved by the full-text based search engine.

5.3. Data Analysis

As mentioned above, two experiments were performed by the sample, concerning the first and the second research question.

- **First research question.** Fig. 10 shows the time spent on average by the sample in the retrieving process for the six sample queries. The sample was divided into two groups: the control group, composed by 12 teachers and having the task of launching the six queries manually, i.e., directly through the LORs Web interfaces, and the experimental group, composed by 13 teachers, launching the same queries using our module. All the queries launched through our module were less time consuming. We performed a t-test in order to verify whether the difference between the two data distributions were due to chance (the null hypothesis $H_0$) or not (the alternative hypothesis $H_1$). The t-test was performed both on the single queries and on the entire set of queries. Tab. 2 shows the results for the first case while Tab. 3 shows the t-test results for the global experiment. In all cases, the alternative hypothesis $H_1$ was verified with a $p$-value $\ll 0.01$.

- **Second research question.** In Tab. 1 we report some statistical parameters on the use of the system, concerning its utility in recommending LOs. The users launched 300 queries, retrieving 595 LOs, using 73 of them in their courses. So, about 12% were deemed worthy to be used in real didactic plans. Another characteristic is that 63% of the selected LOs were selected in the first 5 positions of the displayed LOs ranked list. From Fig. 9 (a) we see the distribution of the queries launched by users: 72% were launched between 11 and 20 queries. Fig. 9 (b) shows that more than two thirds of the users considered the system useful (or very useful), while 15% of the users found no (or little) usefulness in the system. To evaluate the performance of the recommending feature, we first used the Average Precision (AP) (Baeza-Yates and Ribeiro-Neto 1999), as the ranked precision metric that, for a given query $q$, places emphasis on highly ranked correct predictions (hits). This metric is used mainly to evaluate the quality of search engines: given a query $q$ it evaluates the output ranked list of documents $d$, averaging the precision values from the rank positions where a relevant document was selected by the user. Subsequently, the mean across all the queries of all the AP values was computed, obtaining the Mean AP value (MAP). In our experiment a document is considered a relevant document only if it is selected by the user from the first five positions (five being also the number of LOs shown to the user, who uses a next button to see the rest of the list, in groups of five). In order to have an evaluation of the recommending capability we computed the AP values only for the queries where the user selected a document from the didactic list and not from the tf-idf one, to give more emphasis to the didactic aspect of the recommendation feature. Moreover, since many queries returned very few documents, often less than five, the AP metric in these queries was computed on the returned number, i.e., 2, 3 or 4. Following these guidelines, the $MAP$ value was computed, obtaining $MAP = 0.71$. 
5.4. Discussion

The first part of the experiment, i.e., the t-test on the retrieval time, confirmed the first research question: the system helps reduce the time required by the retrieval process of LOs from LORs (with respect to the case of direct use of LORs by the teacher).

The second research question, regarding the recommending capability of the system, was tested by means of the AP variable, obtaining an encouraging value $AP = 0.71$. In particular, we saw that the majority of the LOs selected by the sample mainly come from the top (first 5 positions) of the related ranked lists retrieved by the system. We believe that these results support our choices: both the basic metrics (tf-idf), used for the cold start, together with the didactic one based on LOs usage, show to be useful to retrieve and select LOs for building a course. It seems reasonable to expect that the most used LOs at time $t_i$ will also be the most selected at time $t_{i+1}$.

Finally, from the happy sheet questionnaire submitted to the sample, we have that the majority of the teachers about 80%, found the system useful.

6. Conclusions: Towards a Social Network for LO Retrieval

Social networks are widely used to support sharing and collaboration in educational environments (De Marsico et al. 2013, 2011, Sterbini and Temperini 2008, 2012). Various systems have that aim, varying from dedicated platforms, such as Content Management Systems (CMS) and LMSs, to the pervasive Facebook or Twitter. The benefits of sharing and collaboration are not limited to the support of students learning activities; on the contrary, they extend their application to the teachers’ work. Many network-based systems have been proposed to support teachers, showing the value of social features in helping teachers with their ordinary work. We may point out three main categories where such systems can be placed:

(1) First, there are several social networks dedicated to teachers. They allow to exchange learning materials as well as ideas about their use and development. Some of these social networks are based on proprietary software such as Promethean\(^1\), that provides the community with learning material produced by the users themselves. Other systems are dedicated mainly to the exchange of general information. Examples of those systems are Classroom 2.0\(^2\), or Teacher Recess\(^3\), all allowing teachers, and in general educators, to share various typologies of materials related to the teaching activity. In the category of social networks for teachers we could also include branches, dedicated to education, of very popular software systems, such as Google for Educators\(^4\), TeacherTube\(^5\), and Twitter for Teachers\(^6\).

(2) Then, there are some evolving LMSs, and the Community of Practice (CoP) phenomenon. On the one hand, classic LMSs, such as Moodle and Blackboard, in their recent versions show integrated social collaborative features, extendable -if

---

not dedicated - to teachers. Moreover, the recent years have witnessed a general bend of network-based e-learning towards social and collaborative features, also with the development of CoPs presented in Wenger (1998), De Marsico et al. (2014). Social Media Classroom7 is an an example of such a trend. Teaching contents and teaching experiences can be made by observing the activity of other teachers, and by tagging and rating learning material, i.e., by contributing to promote content that can be more interesting for the whole community.

(3) Finally, LORs should be considered again: several of them are available, each one with its individual interaction and rating method. In her/his lonely dialogue with the LOR, the teacher cannot be supported by any social information or consideration, related to her/his being part of a community of teachers. Using such a social characterization might instead be beneficial during the phase of LOs retrieval: it could make the teacher’s search parameters more representative of the querying person and of the context of the searching query.

Coming back to the module for LOs retrieval we have described in this paper, we think that its features are of interest with respect to both the second and third categories mentioned above, and can effectively support the teacher in the burdensome work of LOs retrieval and selection. On the one hand, the module can be integrated in a state-of-the-art LMS such as Moodle. Moreover, the module allows to exploit a set of information of social nature, about LOs returned by a search performed in several distinct LORs. That set of information is presently limited: a teacher can see how other teachers used LOs of her/his interest (only in terms of numbers and localization of usage), yet it can contribute to help teachers speed up and focus on a part of their job in course construction. As mentioned in the introduction, the partially social-based approach to LO retrieval, which we presented in this paper, is a step toward providing individual teachers with a support similar to the team-collaboration-based one, in which the knowledge about others’ preferences and inclinations can guide one’s decisions about LOs selection. This approach is limited by the boundaries of a given LMS, and its extension through groups of interoperable, standard compliant, LMSs seems an affordable item for future work.

Another viable development we are planning relates to the possibility of applying further analysis over the LOs gathered in the local datamart; this can be done through classical OLAP functionalities, able to refine and deepen the information about the usage of LOs through the courses managed by the LMS.

A further avenue of development we are planning to follow regards the application of artificial intelligence techniques to the retrieval and validation of LOs, and implies the design of specific Teacher Models: recommendation, analysis and sharing of LOs can be significantly refined once the pedagogical preferences of the teacher are represented and managed in the system.
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Figure 1. The functional architecture of the system. Local storage is populating as teachers search and select items from LORs.

Figure 2. A new activity or resource has to be associated to Topic 3.
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Figure 3. The search interface.

Figure 4. List of suggested LOs and possible inspection actions on them.

Figure 5. Information about the usage of the selected LO in the overall LMS.
Figure 6. The selected LO is automatically saved in the General Moodle field.

Figure 7. The box highlights the column of rankings; the rankings are pointed out as the “number of occurrences in the system” / “tf-idf value”.

Figure 8. The Moodle instance.
Table 1. Some data gathered from the sample.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>User</th>
<th># queries</th>
<th># Retrieved LOs</th>
<th># Used LOs</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>45</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>35</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>45</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>17</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>18</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>19</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>35</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>21</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>22</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>23</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>24</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>25</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tot</td>
<td>300</td>
<td>595</td>
<td>73</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Table 2. The t-test performed on each query launched by the sample. $X_C$ and $SD_C$ represent, respectively, the mean and the standard deviation of the control group, $X_E$ and $SD_E$ the mean and the standard deviation of the experimental group and the $t$ column is the $t$ Student variable. The last column $p$ represents the p-values.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Query</th>
<th>$X_E$</th>
<th>$SD_E$</th>
<th>$X_C$</th>
<th>$SD_C$</th>
<th>$t$</th>
<th>$p$</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Bernoulli Equation</td>
<td>10.78</td>
<td>2.56</td>
<td>13.21</td>
<td>2.1</td>
<td>3.6694</td>
<td>0.0003</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Turing machine</td>
<td>18.9</td>
<td>3.31</td>
<td>95.16</td>
<td>24.5</td>
<td>15.4231</td>
<td>$10^{-6}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Euler method</td>
<td>31.55</td>
<td>13.2</td>
<td>219.33</td>
<td>81.5</td>
<td>11.3721</td>
<td>$10^{-7}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Java programming</td>
<td>8.94</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>12.23</td>
<td>5.5</td>
<td>2.8108</td>
<td>0.003</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Michelangelo Buonarroti</td>
<td>13.45</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>24.37</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>4.2</td>
<td>0.00005</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Emmanuel Kant</td>
<td>13.26</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>21.34</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>3.73</td>
<td>0.0002</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 3. The t-test performed on all queries launched by the sample. $X_C$ and $SD_C$ represent, respectively, the mean and the standard deviation of the control group, $X_E$ and $SD_E$ the mean and the standard deviation of the experimental group and the $t$ column is the $t$ Student variable. The last column $p$ represents the p-values.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Query</th>
<th>$X_E$</th>
<th>$SD_E$</th>
<th>$X_C$</th>
<th>$SD_C$</th>
<th>$t$</th>
<th>$p$</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>All queries</td>
<td>16.14</td>
<td>7.25</td>
<td>64.27</td>
<td>40.1</td>
<td>2.99</td>
<td>0.0079</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 9. The use of the system by the sample (a) and the usefulness of the system as expressed by the sample through a 5-point likert scale(b).
Figure 10. An example of the time consumed in the retrieving process: system (dark color) Vs. manual (light color). In the x-axis the query launched while in the y-axis the time measured in seconds.